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Abstract

In recent years, many researchers have explored the re-
lation between discrete-time recurrent neural networks
(DTRNN) and finite-state machines (FSMs) either by
showing their computational equivalence or by training
them to perform as finite-state recognizers from examples.
Most of this work has focussed on the simplest class of
deterministic state machines, that is deterministic finite
automata and Mealy (or Moore) machines. The class
of translations these machines can perform is very lim-
ited, mainly because these machines output symbols at
the same rate as they input symbols, and therefore, the
input and the translation have the same length; one may
call these translations synchronous. Real-life translations
are more complex: word reorderings, deletions, and inser-
tions are common in natural-language translations; or, in
speech-to-phoneme conversion, the number of frames cor-
responding to each phoneme is different and depends on
the particular speaker or word. There are, however, simple
deterministic, finite-state machines (extensions of Mealy
machines) that may perform these classes of “asynchron-
ous” or “time-warped” translations. A simple DTRNN
model with input and output control lines inspired on this
class of machines is presented and successfully applied to
simple asynchronous translation tasks with interesting res-
ults regarding generalization. Training of these nets from
input-output pairs is complicated by the fact that the time
alignment between the target output sequence and the in-
put sequence is unknown and has to be learned: we pro-
pose a new error function to tackle this problem. This ap-
proach to the induction of asynchronous translators is dis-

cussed in connection with other approaches.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a lot of interest in training
discrete-time recurrent neural networks (DTRNN) to be-
have as finite-state machines [7, 9, 13, 17, 18, 20]. This
behavior has recently been formalized [3] in response to
hard criticisms [12]. So far, all work has focused on
training DTRNN to behave as finite-state acceptors —
deterministic finite automata— or, more generally, as very
simple translators such as Mealy machines, or, equival-
ently, as Moore machines [11]. A Mealy machine is a
six-tuple � � �����
	������������
����� , where � is a finite
set of states, 	 a finite set of input symbols (input alpha-
bet), � a finite set of output symbols (output alphabet),
��������	 �!� the next-state function, �"�#�$��	 �!�
the output function, and ���&%'� the initial state. The
class of translations that this kind of automata may per-
form is limited: for example, input strings and their trans-
lations always have the same length. We are interested
in a wider class of translations; for that purpose, Mealy
machines may be generalized by modifying the next-state
and output functions. One may allow transitions to occur
without consuming input: the new next-state function is
�(�)�*�+��	-,/.10321�4�5� , where 0 represents the empty
string. For the machine to remain deterministic, states can
have transitionsdefined either on the empty stringor on in-
put symbols but not on both; in addition, for the translator
to halt always, it is required that no state be reachable from
itself using only 0 –transitions. The output function may be
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further generalized for transitions to occur without output:
�"�#� �/� 	/, .�0 21� �'� ,".�0 2 . The class of translations
that these extended Mealy machines may perform is wider,
and include —using a suitable end-of-input symbol— the
class of subsequential translations whose algorithmic in-
ference, based on a state-merging method, was studied by
[15]. Subsequential translators have recently been used to
infer rather complex natural-language translations in re-
stricted domains [4].

This paper shows how an augmented architecture based
on a second-order DTRNN may be used to learn an ex-
tended Mealy machine from a sample of translations, that
is, of input string–output string pairs. It should be men-
tioned that an alternative neural approach to asynchron-
ous translation exists [5, 6] which uses RAAMs (recurs-
ive auto-associative memories, [16]); there, a RAAM,
which may be seen as a recurrent neural net, is specially
trained to build unique, reversible state-space represent-
ations of each input string while, at the same time, an-
other RAAM net is trained to unravel each representation
and produce an output string. More recently [8] we have
devised a related approach which we call recursive het-
eroassociative memories (RHAM), which is computation-
ally equivalent to the RAAM translators of [5] and [6]
but simpler because it does not require learning a com-
plete autoassociator for the strings in both languages. The
emerging results of this approach are not reported here
due to lack of space. The main difference between the
RAAM/RHAM approach and the one presented here is
that a RAAM/RHAM needs to see the whole string before
translating it while the DTRNN approach reported here
tends to output partial translations as soon as possible by
representing families of input strings as states. The work
presented here extends the one reported preliminarily by
us in an earlier paper [14].

2 Network architecture

DTRNNs used so far in the literature behave as Mealy or
Moore machines: input is always consumed, output is al-
ways present even if not used. A single-layer or a mul-
tilayer feedforward neural net is used to compute the next
state and the output from the previous state and the in-
put symbol. We will build an extended Mealy machine by
augmenting the customary architecture with two control
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Figure 1: The architecture of the second-order DTRNN.

lines. We build around a second-order, single-layer net-
work [17, 9, 20, 2, 7]. The network will have "$#&% input
units: " for the previous state, and % �(' 	)'�#$* units for
“one-hot” (unary) input of symbols from alphabet 	 plus
one unit for a special symbol representing the empty string
(i.e., no input). There will be "+#"�,#.- output units: "
for the next-state function, � �/' �0' for output of sym-
bols from alphabet � , one for an “advance input” (AdvIn)
control signal, one for an “output length” (OutLen) control
signal. The architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Here is the sequence of steps the network takes each
cycle: If the AdvIn signal was set to “high” ( 1325476 ) in
the previous cycle, input is advanced and the symbol just
read is presented to the network; if it is “low” ( 892:476 ), the
special input corresponding to the empty string is presen-
ted to the network, without advancing the input. Then, the
current input and the state computed in the previous cycle
are combined by the neural net to compute a new state,
a candidate for output symbol, and the new states of the
AdvIn and OutLen lines. The output of the network is in-
terpreted as a special kind of strings that we will call noisy
strings [2]. A noisy string ; is a pair ;'� �=<1�?>)� , where
< is a sequence of @ output vectors <BA CED , ( *$FHGIFJ@ )
and each component of <BA CKD is associated with a symbol of
the output alphabet and has a real value in the range L 2 �B*NM
representing the degree of resemblance of the G -th vector
of ; to that symbol. > is a sequence of @ values (out-
put lengths) in the range L72#�O*?M , each one representing the
length of the G -th symbol of ; . The total length of the
noisy string is P$QCSR � >TA CED . When noisy strings have values
of >TA CKD of either 0 or 1 and the vectors <BA CKD contain zeros in
all but one component, they may be interpreted as regular



(clean) strings. Since values 0 and 1 may not be output by
neurons with a sigmoid activation function, we use a semi-
linear mapping, as in [2]; when the output is less than or
equal to a small value � it is taken to be “0”, if it is higher
than or equal to *���� it is taken to be “1”. Intermediate
values are linearly mapped.

3 Training

Training of neural nets usually proceeds by minimization,
with respect to the parameters of the net, of a cost func-
tion defined for a training sample. Minimization may be
performed by gradient descent when the cost function is
well behaved and derivatives are available in closed form.
When input and output strings have the same length, it is
quite easy to define a cost function based on the departure
of output signals from the correct translation, because the
alignment of the output and target strings is unambiguous.
This is not the case with translations produced by exten-
ded Mealy machines, because there is no way to know in
which cycle a given input symbol should be read or when
a given output symbol should be produced (some cycles
consume no input or produce no output). Error informa-
tion is, however, available when the whole input has been
consumed: the output string may then be compared to the
target string to compute a cost.

We have chosen to use a cost function based on a meas-
ure of dissimilarity between output strings (noisy strings)
and target strings (clean strings). The contributionof each
training example to the cost function has the form

� ��� � ; � � ��� # �
	 #�� � �� # ��� �3�
where � is a clean string; ; is a noisy string;

� �
is the

substitution term (which will be described below);
� 	

is
the absolute difference between the length of ; and the
length of � ;

� 
is the “output length” term and

� �
is the

“input advance” term, which penalize control signals that
are not 0 or 1, and help the network further to behave as an
extended Mealy machine. These are sums of terms, one
for each time the control signal is output; maximum pen-
alization —equivalent to the cost of a wrong symbol in the
output— occurs for a value of 0.5 and minimum penaliza-
tion (0) for � and *���� ( � � 25472�� in the experiments). The
coefficient � (1.0 in the experiments) is used to weight the
penalty terms.

The substitution term
� �

is computed as follows: (1)
the target string is converted to a noisy string; (2) the tar-
get and the output strings are left-aligned; (3) since one of
the strings may be longer, the tail of the longest one is dis-
carded; (4) the resulting alignment is divided in frames by
using the symbol boundaries of both the noisy and clean
strings; (5) the squared difference between the clean and
noisy vectors in each frame is computed; and (6) the dis-
tance in each frame is weighted with the length of the
frame and summed over all frames. For example, the
substitution term in the distance between the target string
� � 2:* and the output string ; � �S< � >)� with <&�
�S254�� � 2:4 - �3�=254E*��?2 4����3�=254 *B6#��254�� 6�� and > � �S2:4��&254�� 254E* �
(total length 1.6) would be computed as follows. First, �
is converted to a noisy string ;���� �S<�� �?>�� � with <����
��*��?2�� �S2 �B* � and >�� � ��* 4720* 472 � . Then the strings are
aligned, and 4 frames result, with lengths 0.7, 0.3, 0.5, and
0.1 respectively. Then the squared differences between
both vectors in each frame are computed: 0.08, 1.62, 0.02,
0.045. Finally, they are length-weighted and summed to
yield a dissimilarity of 0.5565.

Instead of minimizing the cost function by means of
error gradient descent, we use Alopex [19], a stochastic
algorithm —related to simulated annealing— which uses
local correlations between changes in individual weights
and changes in the globalcost function � . The cost function
is minimized both with respect to all the "0%/�S" #�� #&- �
second-order weights and with respect to the " #I* initial
values of the state units and the initial value of the “input
advance” line � .

4 Results

We present results for four different translation tasks � � ,
� � , ��� and �! , all with 	-� � � . 2#�O*12 . Task ��� may be
performed by a Mealy machine; the other three correspond
to extended Mealy machines. The automata used to gen-
erate the training sets ( �+� , � � , �"� and �# ) are presen-
ted in Figure 2, where the labels on the edges indicate in-
$
We have recently derived a gradient-based training algorithm for

these networks, which will be described elsewhere; the algorithm is
based on a continuous interpretation of the AdvIn line, which is used as
an “input length”.%

For most meaningful translations, it would be enough to set the ini-
tial value of AdvIn to “high”. Setting it to “low” makes sense only when
all translations share a common prefix.
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Figure 2: Automata used in the experiments.

put symbol/output symbol. In all cases, the training sets
contained the translations of all strings from length 1 to
11; the maximum number of Alopex epochs � was set to
100 000. Following [9], training starts with a working set
of 30 randomly-selected examples; 15 incorrectly trans-
lated examples are added either after 5 000 epochs without
success or when the working set is correctly translated.
The working set is increased whenever incorrectly trans-
lated strings remain in the training set. A successful trans-
lation is reported when (1) no unmapped OutLen or AdvIn
signal departs more than � from the targets � or * � � ; (2)
the translation has the same length as the target translation;
and (3) all the unmapped components of output vectors de-
part less than � from those in the unmapped correct (clean)
target symbols, which consist of � ’s and * �"� ’s.

After training, we check the generalization ability of
the networks with the set of all possible input strings with
length up to 15, using a tight criterion (no unmapped out-
put departs more than � from the targets � and *
� � ) and
a loose criterion (the range of each neuron is split in half:
values below 0.5 are taken to be equivalent to � and those
above 0.5 equivalent to *���� ). The averaged results for
40 runs on each translation task are presented in Table 1,
where the number of state neurons, failed jobs, average
number of epochs (in thousands) and the two generaliza-
tion percentages are shown. The number of neurons was
chosen as the minimum number for which consistent (lar-
ger than 85%) convergence on the training set was ob-
served, in order to avoid overfitting.

�
An epoch corresponds to a complete presentation of the current ex-

ample set.

Table 1: Results of the experiments (40 runs)

Task N failed k-epochs generalization
jobs (tight/loose)

� � 2 5
� 4���� * 83% / 98%

� � 4 4 654���� * 77% / 95%
� � 5 6 *O-54������ 79% / 96%
�  5 6 * *�� �

80% / 93%
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Figure 3: Points visited by a random set of strings with
lengths 1 to 11 for task � � .

Figures 3 and 4 show a two-dimensional view of the
hidden-neuron state space for the network obtained after
training a 4-state-neuron DTRNN on task � � . The points
shown in figure 3 are those visited by a random set of 1700
strings with lengths 1 to 15. Those shown in figure 4 cor-
respond to those strings in the random set having length
1–11. The four clusters corresponding to the states of the
extended Mealy machine used in the task are clearly vis-
ible in the state space of the trained DTRNN. For longer
strings, states become blurred and that accounts for errors
in generalization. A study of (a) the extraction of exten-
ded Mealy machines from the trained DTRNN and (b) the
conditions under which the augmented DTRNN presen-
ted here may “robustly model” [3] an extended Mealy ma-
chine is currently under way.
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Figure 4: Points visited by a random set of 1700 strings
with lengths 1 to 15 for task � � .

5 Concluding remarks

The results reported in this paper show that an augmen-
ted DTRNN may be trained, using examples, to perform
translations that Mealy machines cannot represent. This
work is, in that sense, parallel to the algorithmic proced-
ures described in [15], although the use of neural networks
may yield simpler translators by ignoring or filtering ex-
ceptions that may present in the training set (see [10]). We
are currently studying the nature of the learned represent-
ations and working on methods to extract automata from
the networks in order to improve generalization [9, 1].
In addition, we plan to study the use of the augmented
DTRNN architecture to model more complex translation
tasks (such as the conversion of text to speech or speech
to phonemes), where the ability of the DTRNNs presented
here to discover the “asynchronous” or “time warped” cor-
respondences between sequences (in some cases, not ne-
cessarily symbolic in nature) may be advantageously used.
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